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Hybrid Strategy to Simulate 3-D Nonlinear
Radio-Frequency Ultrasound Using

a Variant Spatial PSF
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Abstract— There are several simulators for medical ultra-1

sound (US) applications that can fully compute the nonlinear2

propagation on the transmitted pulse and the corresponding3

radio-frequency (RF) images. Creanuis is one recent model used4

to generate nonlinear RF images; however, the time requirements5

are long compared with linear models using a convolution6

strategy. In this paper, we describe an approach using convolution7

coupled with nonlinear information to create a pseudoacoustic8

tool that is able to quickly generate realistic US images. Several9

point-spread functions (PSFs) are computed with Creanuis. These10

PSFs are extracted at different depths in order to take into11

account variation in the resolution and apparition of harmonics12

during propagation. One convolution is then conducted for13

each PSF to generate a set of nonlinear raw RF images. The14

final image is obtained by merging these raw images using a15

PSF-weighting function. This hybrid Creanuis strategy was16

extended to 2-D, 2-D + t , 3-D, and 3-D + t images for both linear17

and phased-array geometries. We validated h-Creanuis using the18

mean deviation between the proposed images and those created19

using Creanuis and examined their statistical distributions. The20

mean deviations of Creanuis and h-Creanuis are below 2.5% for21

fundamental and second-harmonic images. The 3-D + t images22

obtained demonstrate the correct motion characteristics for23

speckle in sequences of both fundamental and second-harmonic24

images.25

Index Terms— Creanuis, image simulation, nonlinear26

propagation.27

I. INTRODUCTION28

VARIOUS simulation tools are available for the generation29

of ultrasound (US) radio-frequency (RF) images. The30

use of numerical models allows US images with known31

characteristics to be generated. These are mainly used to32

test, validate, and improve methodological developments. The33

proposed simulation tools are mainly based on the following:34

1) full acoustic models utilized in the image simulation35

software Field II [1] and Creanuis [2];36
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2) linear convolution models, such as Creasimus [3] and 37

Cole [4], [5]; 38

3) full-wave models in which backscattered signals are cre- 39

ated by fully integrating the wave propagation [6], [7]. 40

The advantage of a full acoustic model is that the effects 41

of various physical parameters of the probe can be consid- 42

ered, such as the number of active elements, spatial impulse 43

response, focalization, and apodization, in both transmission 44

and reception, as in the case of Field II [1]. In such a model, 45

the transducer properties are taken into account during both 46

transmission and reception. The transmitted wave is then com- 47

puted using a forward model and echoes are generated using 48

point scatterers. In comparison with Field II, Creanuis takes 49

into consideration the nonlinear propagation of the US waves 50

within the media [8] and then generates the corresponding 51

harmonic images. This feature is essential for developing 52

and testing nonlinear imaging techniques such as pulse inver- 53

sion (PI) [9], amplitude modulation [10], and their derivatives. 54

The principle of linear methods is based on the convolution 55

of a given point-spread function (PSF), either simulated or 56

measured, with a set of scatterers. With these techniques, 57

a unique PSF is used, which produces a constant speckle 58

resolution as a function of depth. By employing such a mathe- 59

matical background, the computation time is strongly reduced 60

in comparison with all other methods, and US sequences can 61

be easily simulated. Such methods are of particular interest for 62

training purposes [11], [12]. In the work described here, ray 63

tracing was used on a computed tomography image in order 64

to compute a map of the acoustic reflections and shadowing 65

effects. The US images were then obtained by convolving this 66

map with the desired PSF. In Creasimus [3], the convolution 67

is performed between a Gaussian 3-D PSF and a scatterer 68

map, a sequence similar to the one in Field II. The elevation 69

direction of the scatterers is considered by projection in the 70

imaging plane. In the software Cole, the lateral evolution 71

of the resolution as a function of depth is included, thanks 72

to complementary computing [4]. However, with these linear 73

models, the nonlinear distortion of the pressure wave is not 74

computed and harmonic imaging is not currently available. 75

Several strategies have been proposed that use the full-wave 76

equation to solve the linear and nonlinear wave propagation in 77

media in which the speed of sound, density, and coefficient of 78

nonlinearity are inhomogeneous [6], [7]. In these situations, 79

the scatterers are not defined, because the image is directly 80

related to the impedance change inside the simulated medium. 81
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Fig. 1. h-Creanuis simulation pipeline. The PSFs are extracted at various depths from the reference point scatterers and one Creanuis simulation.
Raw US images are then generated using 2-D convolution. Specific PSF-weighting is used to create the final h-Creanuis image.

From this perspective, the obtained images are more realistic.82

The simulation of the whole image implies a new full-wave83

simulation for each raw RF line. However, full-wave methods84

usually exhibit a long computation time and a large amount85

of memory is required. Moreover, to accurately simulate the86

transducer geometry and its spatial impulse response, a fine87

grid discretization is necessary and will continue to increase88

both computation time and memory requirement. Fast simu-89

lation tools capable of modeling nonlinear and other complex90

phenomena in US remain of interest.91

The objective of this paper is to propose a new strategy92

to simulate RF images with depth-varying PSF and harmonic93

components. To this end, we combined the acoustic model94

of Creanuis with a convolution-based method. Indeed, using95

Creanuis will directly integrate the harmonic information in96

the RF image. Usually, only one PSF is used to simulate the97

full US image. However, this PSF is not constant for the98

whole axial range and has to theoretically be updated inAQ:4 99

the function of the depth. In this paper, we propose to100

compute several PSFs at different depths in order to take101

into account the PSF-depth evolution. We recently applied this102

kind of approach, previously used for linear arrays, to generate103

2-D harmonic images with a spatially varying PSF [13]. In this104

paper, we extend this hybrid Creanuis (h-Creanuis) model to105

simulate 2-D + t , 3-D, and 3-D + t image sequences. The next106

section presents the methodology of h-Creanuis, which is then107

illustrated in various examples in Section III. A discussion108

presented in Section V concludes this paper.109

II. METHODOLOGY OF h-CREANUIS110

Various steps are necessary to simulate an h-Creanuis111

nonlinear US image: 1) different PSFs are computed for112

different depths; 2) the corresponding raw images are com- 113

puted; and 3) the individual convolved images are combined 114

to obtain the h-Creanuis image. The complete scheme of the 115

h-Creanuis strategy is shown in Fig. 1. 116

A. Linear Array Geometry 117

1) Extraction of the PSF: In the general scheme of 118

Creasimus, the PSF is defined as a 3-D Gaussian kernel [3]. 119

The parameters of this kernel are generated in an arbitrary 120

manner and are not related to the probe or beamforming 121

strategy. Creanuis software is used to simulate realistic PSFs 122

with varying resolution and signal-to-noise (SNR) as a func- 123

tion of depth. A medium with N point scatterers is thereby 124

generated [2]. The resulting PSFs are now related to the probe 125

size, image beamforming, and the characteristic of the medium 126

and vary in both axial and lateral directions. Moreover, the 127

nonlinear distortion of the propagating pressure wave is taken 128

into account and both fundamental and second-harmonic com- 129

ponents are contained in the simulated temporal PSF. This 130

simulation is conducted using a physical probe description 131

(number of active elements, sampling frequency, and pitch) 132

and a beamforming strategy. Based on GPU programming of 133

the nonlinear field computation, the total computation time 134

is reduced [14]. To compute the PSFs, the simulation is 135

conducted only with N scatterers placed at the (xi , yi , zi ) 136

location 137
⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

xi = 0

yi = 0

zi = 2i − 1

2N
(zmax − zmin)+ zmin

(1) 138

where i is the i th scatterer and zmin and zmax are the minimal 139

and maximal depths of the simulated image, respectively. 140
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Fig. 2. Amplitude as a function of the axial axis for the six PSFs used.

The N nonlinear PSFs are extracted after the Creanuis simu-141

lation of the RF image.142

2) Simulating Raw Images: The first step is the generation143

of the desired distribution of medium scatterers (3-D positions144

and amplitudes). The Creasimus methodology background is145

then used [3] to simulate each nonlinear raw RF image,146

named Ii , with one of the extracted PSFs at depth zi . The147

convolution is conducted in 2-D and the elevation direction of148

the scatterer has to be taken into account; this was proposed149

and validated in this previous methodology. With N different150

PSFs, corresponding to the N different depths, N nonlinear151

raw RF images are obtained. Each image has a constant152

resolution and SNR for the various depths, which is related153

to the i th PSF used. However, because the amplitude of the154

pressure wave varies for each PSF, the resolution and SNR are155

different for each nonlinear raw RF image. The value of N is156

validated in experimental work.157

3) Creating Final Images: The N nonlinear raw RF images158

are now combined. A weighting function Wi is defined for159

each raw RF image. The Wi weighting function should be160

maximal at the depth corresponding to the i th PSF and null161

elsewhere. Six weighting functions are illustrated in Fig. 2.162

The formula is based on constant and linear amplitudes163

depending on the z-axis. They are then normalized together164

in order to obtain165

∀z ∈ R,

N∑

i=1

Wi (z) = 1. (2)166

The final RF image is then obtained by merging the different167

raw images, where each of them has a modified amplitude168

Im =
N∑

i=1

Ii × Wi . (3)169

The final image Im contains the nonlinear components of170

each raw image and a depth evolution of the resolution and171

SNR. To obtain and display only the fundamental or second-172

harmonic image, the RF image is filtered with a fourth-order173

Butterworth bandpass filter centered on the fundamental or174

second-harmonic frequency.175

B. Phased-Array and 3-D Geometry176

Simulation of sectorial scans using a linear array requires177

the use of the same strategy. However, the position of each178

scatterer (x, z) needs to be recalculated before generating the179

nonlinear raw RF images. The details of the calculation can180

Fig. 3. Illustration of the phased-array geometry (a) before and (b) after
updating the scatterers for the simulation.

Fig. 4. Scanning strategy for 3-D images. (a) Pyramidal scan. (b) Full
3-D phased-array scan.

be found in the Appendix. A regular grid of scatterers before 181

and after such a conversion is illustrated in Fig. 3. After this 182

conversion, h-Creanuis is used to simulate the image and the 183

resulting image is then remapped onto the initial geometry, as 184

displayed inside the red lines in Fig. 3(a). 185

To simulate 3-D h-Creanuis images, a strategy was designed 186

to simulate the whole 3-D nonlinear image in a pyrami- 187

dal or full phased-array scan, similar to the one used for 188

2-D phased-array image simulation. Following simulation, the 189

3-D image stack is remapped onto a Cartesian grid to facilitate 190

visualization. The two kinds of scanning strategies are illus- 191

trated in Fig. 4. The mathematical details can be found in the 192

Appendix. 193

III. RESULTS 194

A. 2-D h-Creanuis Evaluation 195

1) General Overview: To test the h-Creanuis method, an 196

image of a numerical cyst phantom [15] was simulated using 197

six different PSFs (N = 6). The number of PSFs is discussed 198

later in this section. This phantom is well adapted because it 199

is composed of hyperechoic and hypoechoic regions as well 200

as point scatterers. It is then easier to evaluate the resolution 201

and SNR. The phantom is composed of 100 000 3-D scatterers. 202

The nonlinear images were simulated using both Creanuis and 203

h-Creanuis. The parameters used in the Creanuis simulation 204

are presented in Table I. Three raw simulated fundamental 205

and second-harmonic log-compressed images corresponding 206

to PSFs #1, #2, and #5 are shown in Fig. 5. They have 207

been normalized with the same value and have a 40-dB 208
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Fig. 5. Simulated raw images for PSFs #1, #3, and #5. The first line corresponds to fundamental images and the second line to second-harmonic images.
On each image, the region between the two lines corresponds to a section where the weighting amplitude function is maximal. The section between the dotted
and solid lines shows the transition of the weighting function. Outside the dotted lines are sections that are not considered in the final h-Creanuis image.

TABLE I

PROBE AND SIGNAL PARAMETERS

dynamic range. Fig. 6 shows the resulting fundamental and209

second-harmonic h-Creanuis images in comparison with the210

Creanuis images.211

To evaluate the proximity of the two models, the mean212

deviation is computed as proposed in [2]. It is expressed as213

MD = 1

nm

m∑

i=1

n∑

i=1

|C(i, j)− hC(i, j)| (4)214

where n and m are the number of the lines and columns of the215

C Creanuis and hC h-Creanuis images, respectively. The mean216

and standard deviation between the Creanuis and h-Creanuis 217

images have been computed for the entire depth of images, 218

but laterally restricted to homogeneous speckle areas. This 219

restriction allows avoidance of the MD evaluation in regions 220

where spikes are present, which would not be fairly taken into 221

account. The measured mean deviations were 2.2% ± 2.9% 222

and 1.5% ± 2.5% for the fundamental and second-harmonic 223

images, respectively. 224

2) Statistical Evaluation: In order to prove that our piece- 225

wise PSF convolution and depth apodization approach does 226

not affect the image statistic compared with Creanuis, the 227

statistical distributions of the Creanuis and h-Creanuis images 228

were compared [16], [17]. Creanuis has already been validated 229

in [2]. The resulting distributions are shown in Fig. 7. The 230

root-mean-square error (RMSE) was evaluated between each 231

distribution and the theoretical Rayleigh distribution. It is 232

expressed as 233

RMSE = 1

M

M∑

i=1

(Ri − Xi )
2 (5) 234
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Fig. 6. (a) and (c) Fundamental and (b) and (d) second-harmonic
images. The images in (a) and (b) were obtained with Creanuis and those
in (c) and (d) with h-Creanuis and six raw images.

Fig. 7. Obtained statistical distributions for (a) Creanuis and (b) h-Creanuis
images.

where M is the number of bins defined in the statistical235

distribution and Ri (Xi ) is the probability of intensity i in236

the Rayleigh (simulated X image) distribution. The RMSE237

between these two distributions was also computed. The238

various values are provided in Table II. We observe that the239

RMSE between Creanuis and h-Creanuis is low, which means240

that the statistical behavior of the speckle in the h-Creanuis241

image has not been changed using the proposed piecewise242

PSF convolution and depth apodization approach.243

3) Optimal Number of PSFs: The cyst phantom was sim-244

ulated with an increasing number of PSFs to evaluate the245

optimal number required to obtain an image close to the246

full acoustic Creanuis image. For each h-Creanuis image, a247

homogeneous region covering the full depth was extracted248

and the mean deviation between the Creanuis and h-Creanuis249

TABLE II

RMSES OF THE DIFFERENT SIMULATED IMAGES

Fig. 8. Evolution of the deviation as a function of the number of PSF per
centimeter.

Fig. 9. Simulated fundamental and second-harmonic phased-array images
based on six PSFs with (a) and (b) Creanuis and (c) and (d) h-Creanuis.

images was computed. The number of PSFs used was set 250

from 1 to 20. The mean deviation is displayed in Fig. 8 as 251

a function of the number of PSFs per centimeter; when the 252

number of PSFs increases, a smaller section of the medium is 253

covered. Once one PSF per centimeter is obtained, any gain 254

from increasing the number of PSF is insignificant. 255

4) Phased-Array Imaging: The same cyst medium was 256

imaged using a phased array with a maximum angle of 25°. 257

The resulting h-Creanuis and Creanuis images are presented 258

in Fig. 9. The imaged region is smaller than that using the 259

linear array and the borders of the images are curved. Both the 260
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Fig. 10. (a) PI image and (b) corresponding spectrum based on the
six nonlinear raw RF images. The PI image should be compared with the
classical second-harmonic image of Fig. 6(d). The +6-dB second-harmonic
improvement can be seen in the spectrum.

fundamental and second-harmonic components of the images261

are very similar, as demonstrated by the mean and standard262

deviation of 1.7% ± 3.3% and 1.5% ± 3.6% for fundamental263

and second-harmonic images, respectively.264

5) Nonlinear Imaging With Pulse Inversion: A PI scheme265

was employed to test the nonlinear simulation used in the266

proposed methodology. N PSFs are generated for two trans-267

missions: one with a 0° phase and one with a 180° phase.268

These two resulting h-Creanuis images are summed together269

to create the PI h-Creanuis image. The obtained image and its270

spectrum are shown in Fig. 10.271

B. 3-D h-Creanuis272

A realistic 3-D + t US sequence of a beating heart was273

simulated with both pyramidal and full phased-array geometry.274

The medium employed was simulated by applying a realistic275

strategy based on an experimental 3-D + t heart data set that276

is available via the Internet [18]. Approximately 1.5 billion277

scatterers were generated for each 3-D image. In order to278

clearly observe how the speckle and the simulated sequence279

evolved, the entire sequence of 34 3-D volumes was normal-280

ized before the application of log compression. The dimen-281

sions of the Cartesian grid in which the heart was imaged were282

in the ranges [−90:90] mm, [−90:90] mm, and [0:150] mm,283

for the x-, y-, and z-directions, respectively. For each284

3-D volume, a total of 100 2-D images were simulated using285

the two strategies. A 45° angle was selected in the lateral and286

azimuthal directions for the pyramidal and full phased-array287

geometries.288

The 3-D fundamental and 3-D second-harmonic images289

with a 60-dB dynamic range are displayed in Fig. 11. The290

improved resolution of the second-harmonic image is visible291

in these 3-D simulated harmonic images. The beating heart292

sequence can be directly visualized via the Internet using the293

proposed desk platform [19].294

C. Computation Time295

The computation time for the h-Creanuis strategy can be296

divided into two sections: the first being dependent on the final297

dimension of the medium used for generating the PSF and the 298

second for simulating the h-Creanuis image. The time required 299

for generating the PSF can be reduced to less than 10 s thanks 300

to the GPU implementation of the nonlinear propagation and 301

the small number of scatterers considered [14]. 302

Implementation of the convolution strategy was performed 303

in MATLAB (The MathWorks, USA). In practice, the convo- 304

lution is reduced to the section where each weighting function 305

is not null. For the 2-D cyst, the computation time for various 306

quantities of PSFs is shown in Fig. 12. For each quantity of 307

PSFs, 200 simulations were conducted in order to evaluate the 308

mean and standard deviation of the computation time. The total 309

computation time remained under 0.6 s with all the quantities 310

of PSFs tested. 311

A cluster was used to simulate the 3-D + t sequence. Each 312

3-D volume was generated separately and less than 1 h was 313

required to obtain the complete sequence of 34 volumes. 314

This computation time can be further decreased using a more 315

efficient implementation in the C++ language. 316

IV. DISCUSSION 317

The proposed h-Creanuis model was first evaluated on the 318

cyst phantom. For both linear and phased-array geometries, 319

the mean deviations between the h-Creanuis and Creanuis 320

models are low and reflect the proximity of the two images, 321

even if occasional errors can be observed in the h-Creanuis 322

image, which are highlighted by its standard deviation. The 323

two models were also statistically evaluated and the proximity 324

of the Rayleigh distributions fully validates the h-Creanuis 325

model. This statistical evaluation demonstrates that the speckle 326

statistic has not been changed using our PSF piecewise 327

convolution-based approach. The nonlinear estimation of the 328

image was also evaluated using a PI technique. Once summed, 329

the final PI h-Creanuis image no longer contains a fundamental 330

component but rather exhibits +6 dB in the second-harmonic 331

component, as expected according to the theory [9]. In the 332

simulation of the 3-D+t heart sequence, the motion of the 333

speckle in the whole sequence is coherent in both the funda- 334

mental and second-harmonic components. 335

The h-Creanuis model does suffer from some limitations. 336

The raw images are merged using a weighting function and 337

such functions may cause some discrepancies in the final 338

image. However, we did not observe this effect, even with 339

a limited number of PSFs, most probably because at least 340

three weighted PSF contribute to the signal at each depth. 341

Moreover, the number of PSFs required was evaluated in the 342

cyst phantom. Once one PSF per centimeter was arrived at, 343

the h-Creanuis image could be improved no further. In the 344

Creanuis PSF simulation, as soon as the distance between 345

two scatterers is sufficient, there are no interactions between 346

the scatterers and one simulation of N scatterers is necessary. 347

This simulation is identical to N simulations of one scatterer. 348

Another limitation is that the phased-array geometry was 349

simulated by changing the position of the scatterers. Such 350

an approximation is not valid from an acoustic point of 351

view because the spatial impulse response on the border of 352

the image is no longer correct and the acoustic field is not 353

computed for each angle, which suppresses the impact of 354
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Fig. 11. Obtained fundamental and second-harmonic 3-D images using pyramidal scanning based on the h-Creanuis algorithm. The beating heart can be
directly seen online.

Fig. 12. Computation time as a function of the number of PSFs.

side lobes. Nevertheless, the resulting phased-array images355

are close to those obtained with Creanuis. The h-Creanuis356

images have only been compared with Creanuis, which is357

considered as the reference in this study. The Creanuis soft-358

ware has already been compared with Field II and validated359

for both deviation and statistical distribution [2]. A number360

of alternate methods already proposed [3], [12] could be361

adapted to generate several images with different PSFs and362

compound them to obtain a PSF varying US image. However,363

the elementary PSFs used in these studies were not based364

on physical models and did not consider transducer response,365

nonlinear propagation, or beamforming.366

The most important advantage of the h-Creanuis simulation367

over the full Creanuis lies in its extremely fast processing368

capability. For the cyst phantom, 10 s are required for the369

PSF simulation with Creanuis and less than 0.5 s to generate370

the final h-Creanuis image, compared with the 30 min required371

for the full Creanuis acoustic model. Moreover, the second-372

harmonic image is simulated in the same time, which makes it373

very promising for future applications, for example, nonlinear374

imaging schemes and cardiovascular applications.375

Future work should aim to integrate the h-Creanuis376

model into the Creanuis package to allow design of dif-377

ferent sequences [20]. The use of h-Creanuis could be378

twofold: 1) to test a configuration before generating the full 379

acoustic images and 2) to quickly generate a large amount 380

of data. Such a strategy could also be implemented in the 381

virtual imaging platform to decrease the computation time 382

and parallelize the simulation of US image sequences [21]. 383

Moreover, other US applications can be simulated using 384

h-Creanuis as elastography or Doppler imaging. 385

V. CONCLUSION 386

We have proposed a new pseudoacoustic hybrid version of 387

Creanuis (h-Creanuis) to quickly simulate linear or nonlinear 388

RF US images. First, a small number of PSFs are simu- 389

lated using Creanuis software to obtain PSFs that are related 390

to the nonlinear propagation and the applied beamforming. 391

In the simulation considered in this paper, as soon as one PSF 392

per centimeter is reached, no further gains in the quality of 393

the output image are attained. In future applications, when the 394

transmitted frequency or the image beamforming change, care- 395

ful attention needs to be paid to the PSF density in h-Creanuis. 396

Second, the convolution of each PSF with the desired medium 397

is realized to obtain the raw nonlinear images. The final 398

h-Creanuis image is created by merging the nonlinear raw RF 399

images using a depth-weighting function. With h-Creanuis, 400

2-D images can be simulated with linear or phased-array 401

and 3-D images using pyramidal or full phased-array scanning. 402

The 2-D + t and 3-D + t sequences can also be simulated 403

thanks to the low computation time. 404

APPENDIX 405

MATHEMATICAL TRANSFORMATIONS FOR 406

PHASED-ARRAY AND 3-D GEOMETRY 407

A. Phased-Array Geometry 408

For phased-array geometry, the position of each scatterer 409

(x, z) needs to be recalculated before generating the nonlinear 410

raw RF images 411

(
x
z

)′
= Rθ

(
x
z

)

+ θ

θmax
xmax (6) 412
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where θ is the angle of the scatterer’s position in the polar413

domain, Rθ is the 2-D rotation matrix of angle θ , θmax is the414

maximum angle range of the phased-array scan, and xmax is415

the maximal lateral dimension of the image.416

B. Pyramidal Scanning417

Pyramidal scanning is employed to image the 3-D volume418

using different 2-D phased-array planes. The imaging planes419

are regularly distributed around the z-axis to image the full420

volume as illustrated in Fig. 4(a). In practice, it is easier to421

rotate the scatterers rather than the imaging planes. The 3-D set422

of scatterers is rotated in the (x, y) direction by an423

angle ϕ between each 2-D image simulation424

(
x
y

)′
= Rϕ

(
x
y

)

². (7)425

Equation (6) is then applied to convert the scatterer positions426

into a 2-D phased-array geometry. The convolution is then427

conducted to generate one plane of the pyramidal scan. The428

angle ϕ is in the range [0°:180°] to regularly map the full429

3-D space.430

C. Full Phased-Array Scanning431

The imaging planes are regularly distributed in an elevated432

direction (y-axis), as illustrated in Fig. 4(b). For such scanning,433

the scatterers must first be tilted in the (y, z) plane by an434

angle ψ for each 2-D image435

(
y
z

)′
= Rψ

(
y
z

)

. (8)436

Equation (6) is then applied to convert the scatterer position437

into a 2-D phased-array geometry. The convolution is then438

conducted to generate one plane of the pyramidal scan. In this439

case, angle ψ is in the range [−ψmax:ψmax], where ψmax is440

the maximal range on the phased-array geometry in the441

(y, z) direction.442
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